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In disaggregated satellites, the functional capabilities of a single monolithic satellite are distributed among multiple
free-flying, wirelessly communicating modules. One of the main challenges associated with disaggregated satellites is
cluster flight, i.e., keeping the modules within a bounded distance, typically less than 100 km, for the entire mission
lifetime. This paper presents a methodological development of cluster flight algorithms for disaggregated satellite
systems in low Earth orbits. To obtain distance-bounded relative motion a new constraint on the initial conditions of
the modules is developed. A concomitant analytical bound on the relative distance between the modules is proven
based on a design model assuming time invariance of the environmental perturbations. It is then shown that if the
actual astrodynamical model includes other possible time-varying effects, mild drifts between the modules are
obtained. Furthermore, this paper presents a detailed impulsive cluster establishment and cluster-keeping algorithm for tracking a given nominal orbit, whose characteristics satisfy the previously developed no-drift constraint.
This algorithm provides fuel balancing among the maneuvering modules, as well as the minimization of the total
fuel consumption, while guaranteeing a collision-free operation. Numerical simulations using representative
astrodynamical models are used to validate the analysis.

I.

much more cost effective. In the unperturbed two-body problem,
such orbits can be simply designed by imposing energy matching [3].
However, when perturbations are present, other conditions for
mitigating the relative drift must be found.
The most significant perturbations affecting low-earth-orbit
satellites are the Earth oblateness and drag. Many works have dealt
with modeling relative motion under these perturbations. Ross [4]
assumed a fixed circular reference orbit to obtain linearized equations
of J2 -perturbed relative motion. However, because J2 induces nodal
precession and apsidal rotation, the resulting model is only valid for a
very short time. Vadali [5] developed analytical expressions for the
relative motion between J2 -perturbed satellites using the unit-sphere
approach. Schweighar and Sedwick [6] derived a linearized model
for relative motion under J 2 perturbations for satellites moving in
almost circular orbits. By using a geometric method [7,8] a state
transition matrix was obtained for the relative motion between
satellites on elliptic orbits subject to J2 effects. Higher-order models
for J2 -perturbed motion were suggested in [9]. Based on the Gauss
Variational Equations (GVE), a nonlinear relative motion model was
derived subject to drag and J2 effects [10].
There are other works that developed relative initial states for
mitigating drifts among satellites, as well as strategies to maintain
these states. For instance, an algorithm was developed for multiimpulsive guidance maneuvers using a parameterized version of the
Hill–Clohessy–Wiltshire equations [11]. Vaddi et al. [12] proposed a
two-impulse maneuver scheme for formation reconfiguration using a
two-body setup. Others determined constraints leading to J2 secular
effect mitigation for relative orbits and derived an optimal multiimpulsive scheme to establish the formations [13,14]. Mishne [15]
suggested a satellite relative motion model using differential mean
orbital elements for two satellites flying in proximity subject to J2
and drag. Using the GVE, optimal and periodic velocity vector
corrections to compensate for the relative drift were developed.
Beigelman and Gurfil [16] derived an algorithm for spacecraft
formation keeping using impulsive maneuvers.
The current work is aimed at determining natural distancebounded relative orbits, as well as concomitant cluster establishment
and cluster-keeping methods for long-term cluster flight. To that end,
new methods for generating relative initial states guaranteeing
distance-bounded relative motion are developed. Using an astrodynamical design model comprised of zonal harmonics and a timeindependent drag force, analytical upper and lower bounds on
the distance between satellites are found. Adding other effects to
the astrodynamical design model does not significantly violate the
analytically-predicted maximal and minimal distances.

Introduction

S

TANDARD satellites are composed of functional modules
assembled in a single monolithic structure. When severe faults
occur the satellite usually cannot respond in order to continue the
preplanned mission, and significant losses, both technical and
financial, are unavoidable. For instance, if the payload fails, the
whole system becomes dysfunctional, and either substitution of the
entire satellite or a complex servicing process may be required. These
operations are expensive and time demanding; it would be desirable
to replace only the payload module rather than launch a completely
new satellite. This can be achieved by either on-orbit servicing or,
alternatively, by using the emerging concept termed disaggregated
satellites [1,2].
Disaggregated satellites consist of multiple free-flying, physicallyseparated modules interacting through wireless cross links. The
modules are heterogeneous, having one or more predetermined
functions: navigation, attitude control, power generation, and payload operation, among others (it is likely, however, that the modules
would all be equipped with simple propulsion systems). Wireless
communication is used for sharing data, resources, and exert remote
commands. Unlike traditional satellite formation flying applications,
the modules do not necessarily have to operate in a tightly controlled
formation, instead, they are required to maintain bounded relative
distances, typically smaller than about 100 km, for the entire mission
lifetime. This concept is termed cluster flight. To accomplish cluster
flight it is necessary to develop implementable, extendable, and
robust cluster establishment and cluster-keeping strategies.
Without control forces, two initially close satellites, a chief and a
deputy, rapidly drift apart due to differential accelerations. It is, thus,
imperative to identify orbits on which the satellite modules remain
within some prespecified relative distance for a relatively long
interval of time. These orbits can considerably reduce the propellant
mass required for orbit maintenance and render the entire mission
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To maintain cluster flight for the entire mission lifetime the current
paper presents cluster-keeping algorithms aimed at minimizing fuel
consumption. Unlike previous works, these algorithms determine
biimpulsive maneuvers that enable disaggregated satellite modules to
attain relative states satisfying both maximal and minimal distancekeeping constraints while tracking a desired reference orbit. The
performance is validated using astrodynamical models that include
the gravitational geopotential, drag, and solar radiation pressure.
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II.

Distance-Bounded Natural Orbits

The motion of earth-orbiting artificial satellites is mainly governed
by gravitational forces. In the case of low-earth-orbit satellites, drag
may be significant as well. Other perturbations are solar radiation
pressure and lunisolar attraction. Minor effects include albedo, tides,
and relativity.
The following analysis develops a method for mitigating the
relative drift between two satellites, C and D, considering zonal
harmonics and drag as a design model, to be later extended to a
realistic model and validated using numerical tools. First, an earthcentered inertial (ECI) coordinate system, denoted by E, is defined
in the following standard manner: the fundamental plane is the
equatorial plane; the x^ axis points towards the vernal equinox, the z^
^ The
axis points towards the geographic north pole, and y^  z^ × x.
vector r  x; y; zT denotes the position in E, and v  dr∕dt is the
velocity. The local-vertical local-horizontal (LVLH) coordinate
system, denoted by L, is centered at the satellite. The r^ axis points
radially outward, i.e., r^  r∕krk. The h^ axis points in the direction of
the instantaneous angular momentum vector of the orbit, i.e.,
h^  r × v∕kr × vk, and θ^  h^ × r^ . Furthermore, the vector of
classical orbital elements is defined as

r  −∇ΦjE  dDr jE

In the following development, the subscripts ·C and ·D denote
quantities corresponding to the satellites C and D, respectively. If the
initial state of C is given, the following proposition provides a new
tool for obtaining initial conditions for D such that the resulting
relative motion is distance bounded. This proposition is based on
the fact that because the initial orbital elements of the chief, αC t0 ,
are known, one can determine the maximal speed of C, i.e.,
V max  maxt kvC tk, as well as the maximal and minimal equatorial
projections of the position vector of C,pgiven
by ηmax  maxt ηC t

and ηmin  mint ηC t, where ηC t ≜ x2C t  y2C t.
Proposition 1: Consider two satellites, C and D, having identical
constant ballistic coefficients, i.e.,
CDC SC CDD SD

 const:
mC
mD

where r ≜ krk and Pn are Legendre polynomials of order n, Jn are the
zonal harmonics coefficients, Req denotes the equatorial radius of the
Earth, and μ is the gravitational parameter. From Eq. (1), it is seen that
the potential Φ does not depend explicitly on time t and consequently
neither does its gradient, ∇Φ.
The specific force generated by the atmospheric drag can be
modeled as
1
(2)
ρSCD v − vatm kv − vatm k
dDr  −
2m
where ρ is the atmospheric density, S is the cross-sectional area, CD is
the drag coefficient defined with respect to the cross-sectional area,
and m is the mass. The vector vatm is the velocity of the atmosphere.
When resolved in ECI coordinates, this velocity can be written as
vatm  0; 0; ΨE T × r, where ΨE is the Earth spin rate about its polar
axis, i.e.,
ΨE 

2π
1 sidereal day

Including drag and zonal harmonics, the equations of motion, written
in ECI coordinates, are given by

(4)

Assume that ρ is time independent and axially symmetric with
respect to the Earth’s polar axis, i.e., ρ  ρr; z, and that αC t0  is
given. If the satellites C and D are subject to the equations of motion
in Eq. (3), with the gravitational potential as in Eq. (1), and have
initial conditions that satisfy
αD t0   αC t0  

Z

t0 Δt

α_ C dt 



t0

05×1
ΔΩ


(5)

then the distance between C and D satisfies ∀ t0 ,

jΔΩj
− V max jΔtj ≤ krD t − rC tk
2ηmin sin
2


jΔΩj
≤ V max jΔtj  2ηmax sin
; ∀t
2


α ≜ a; e; i; ω; f; ΩT
where a is the semimajor axis, e is the eccentricity, i is the inclination,
ω is the argument of perigee, f is the true anomaly, and Ω is the right
ascension of the ascending node (RAAN).
The gravitational potential field is modeled by an infinite series
including zonal, sectorial, and tesseral harmonics. The zonals
represent the most significant gravitational perturbations for artificial
satellites due to their secular and long-periodic effects on the orbital
elements. The potential per unit mass of the zonal harmonics
including the main Newtonian gravitational term, written in ECI
coordinates, is given by

 n  
∞
X
Req
μ
z
Jn
Pn
(1)
Φr  − 1 −
r
r
r
n2

(3)

(6)

where Δt ∈ R is any given interval of time, 05×1 denotes a fivedimensional-zeros vector, and ΔΩ  ΩD t0  − ΩC t0  Δt 
const: ≠ ΩD t − ΩC t is any given differential RAAN.
Proof: Consider a fictitious satellite denoted by A. The initial
conditions are rewritten as follows:
αD t0   αA t0  

αA t0   αC t0  

Z



05×1
ΔΩ

t0 Δt


(7)

α_ C dt

(8)

t0

Based on Eq. (4), the ballistic coefficients remain constant.
Moreover, according to the assumed design model, neither the
potential Φ nor the density ρ depend explicitly on time t. Thus, the
dynamical system representing each satellite is autonomous, i.e.,
defining Γ ≜  x y z x_ y_ z_ T :
Γ_  FΓ

(9)

where F is a vector-valued function. Therefore, if
Z t Δt
0
ΓA t0   ΓC t0  Δt  ΓC t0  
Γ_ C dt

(10)

t0

then, due to shift invariance,
ΓA t  ΓC t  Δt

(11)

Hence,
krA t − rC tk  krC t  Δt − rC tk < V max jΔtj

(12)

Next, the distance between the satellites D and A will be analyzed.
The initial conditions selected for D and A can be explicitly stated as
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aA t0   aD t0 , eA t0   eD t0 , iA t0   iD t0 , ωA t0  
ωD t0 , fA t0   fD t0 , and ΩA t0   ΔΩ  ΩD t0 . Consider
the standard GVE [17]:


da 2a2
p

(13)
esfUr  Uθ
dt
r
h

Hence,
2
6
−dJ jL  −DEL dJ jE  4

∂Φ
∂r

3
 sω  fsi ∂Φ
∂z
7
cω  fsi ∂Φ
5
∂z
∂Φ
ci ∂z

Because Φ is a scalar function of r and z only, where



de 1

psfUr  p  rcf  reUθ
dt h

(14)

di rcθ

Uh
dt
h

(15)

r

a1 − e2 
1  ecf

(16)

dω
1
rsθci

−pcfUr  p  rsfUθ  −
Uh
dt
he
hsi
df
h
1
 2  pcfUr − p  rsfUθ 
dt
eh
r

(17)

(18)

where sx ≜ sin x, cx ≜ cos x, θ  f  ω, h  kr × vk,
p  a1 − e2 , and Ur , Uθ , Uh are the perturbing specific forces
in the radial, along-track, and out-of-plane directions, respectively.
Recall that these directions coincide with the directions indicated by
the axes of the corresponding L frame.
From the GVE, it is seen that Ω appears explicitly neither in the
coefficients of the specific forces nor in the free term h∕r2 in Eq. (18).
Moreover, it will now be shown that none of the perturbing specific
forces depend on Ω.
First, the specific forces due to the zonal harmonics are considered.
The potential per unit mass of the zonal harmonics including the main
gravitational term is given in Eq. (1). The resulting acceleration,
resolved in the ECI frame, can be expressed as follows:
2
−dJ jE  ∇Φ 

3

∂Φ ∂r
∂r ∂x
6 ∂Φ
7
∂r
4 ∂r ∂y 5
∂Φ
∂Φ ∂r
∂z  ∂r ∂z

(19)

where
∂r x

∂x r

∂r y

∂y r

∂r z

∂z r

(20)

Introducing the osculating classical orbital elements, the expressions
in Eq. (20) can be rewritten as [17]
∂r
 cf  ωcΩ − cisf  ωsΩ
∂x
∂r
 cf  ωsΩ  cisf  ωcΩ
∂y
∂r
 sisf  ω
∂z

(25)

the terms ∂Φ∕∂r and ∂Φ∕∂z can be functions of a, e, i, ω, and f but
not of Ω. Consequently, dJ jL does not depend on Ω.
To continue the analysis, the specific forces due to drag are
considered. The acceleration generated by the atmospheric drag force
can be modeled as in Eq. (2). To express dDr in the LVLH frame, the
vectors v and vatm are multiplied by the directional cosine matrix
transforming any vector in E into L, denoted by DEL, so the following
expressions are obtained:
2

3
−ecω  fsω − sω  fcω
v − vatm jL  4 1  sω  fesω  cω  fecω − ΨE si 5
siΨE cω  f
(26)
The expression in Eq. (26) does not depend on Ω. Therefore,
assuming a model of atmospheric density that is axially symmetric
with respect to the Earth’s polar axis, i.e., ρr; z  ρa; e; i; ω; f, it
is concluded that dDr jL is independent of Ω.
Because the solutions of the GVE with drag and zonal harmonics
for the satellites A and D render all of the orbital elements except for
Ω equal, the orbits of A and D are identical except for the constant
RAAN difference ΔΩ. This implies that ηA  ηD , and, hence, based
on the geometry shown in Fig. 1 and a straightforward application of
the law of cosines, the distance between these two satellites is given
by

q 
jΔΩj
(27)
krA t − rD tk  2 x2A  y2A sin
2
p
Recalling that η ≜ x2  y2 , the distance between the satellites A
and D will always satisfy


jΔΩj
(28)
krA t − rD tk ≤ 2ηmax sin
2
Applying the triangle inequality yields
krD t − rC tk ≤ krD t − rA tk  krA t − rC tk


jΔΩj
 V max jΔtj
< 2ηmax sin
2

(29)

(21)

In Eq. (19), the vector dJ is resolved in the ECI frame. To transform it
into the LVLH frame, it is multiplied by the directional cosine matrix
transforming any vector from ECI into LVLH. This matrix is given
by [17]
2

(24)

and
z  rsisω  f

dΩ rsθ

U
dt
hsi h

(23)

cΩcω  f − sΩsω  fci
6
DEL  4 −cΩsω  f − sΩcω  fci
sΩsi

Considering Eq. (28), the distance between A and D is bounded from
below by


jΔΩj
(30)
krA t − rD tk ≥ 2ηmin sin
2

3
sΩcω  f  cΩsω  fci sω  fsi
7
−sΩsω  f  cΩcω  fci cω  fsi 5
−cΩsi
ci

(22)
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requirements must be satisfied: 1) the cluster (or at least the payload)
must track a nominal desired orbit, and 2) the intermodule distances
must be held between maximal and minimal prescribed thresholds.
Generally speaking, these requirements can be achieved by two
different approaches. In the first approach, a reference orbit‡ for each
module is prescribed in the mission design stage, which satisfies
the requirements on maximal and minimal intermodule distances.
Then, every module is controlled to track its own reference orbit
disregarding other modules. This approach requires controlling the
osculating elements, which can be considerably fuel expensive. In the
second approach, one only needs to control the mean elements of a
single satellite and regulate the intermodule distances without any
prescribed orbit. In the latter approach, the controlled states are only
the mean elements of the modules and the intermodule distances. In
this work, an algorithm based on the second approach is developed.
To that end, it is assumed that each module is capable of exerting
impulsive thrust along three orthogonal axes, which are aligned with
_ is
the respective satellite LVLH frame. Thus, the fuel mass flow m
proportional to the 1 norm of the applied thrust T, i.e.,
Fig. 1 The geometry of two identical orbits with a differential RAAN,
ΔΩ, shown in the inertial reference frame.

Then, using Eq. (12),
krD − rC k ≥ 2ηmin sin




jΔΩj
− V max jΔtj
2

(31)
▪
To proceed, denote some given reference orbit by α0;0 t0 . An
orbit whose initial state is obtained through Eq. (5) is denoted by
αΔΩ;Δt t0 . As a corollary of Proposition 1, different combinations of
ΔΩ and Δt will give infinite relative geometries that yield distancebounded natural orbits for modules of disaggregated satellites under
the aforementioned assumptions.
The values of Δt and ΔΩ should be set according to the maximal
and minimal allowed distances, Dmax and Dmin , so that


jΔΩj
 jΔtjV max ≤ Dmax
(32)
2ηmax sin
2


jΔΩj
− jΔtjV max ≥ Dmin
2ηmin sin
2

(33)

Notice that ηmin depends on the inclination. For polar orbits,
ηmin  0, and the lower bound becomes useless. However, if one can
satisfy the inequality (33), the minimal distance between the modules
will be bounded from below by Dmin. Moreover, due to drag, if no
orbit corrections were performed, the value of ηmin would approach
zero. However, assuming that station keeping is performed, the
minimal distance between the modules will be bounded by Dmin.
Although the analysis based on the designed model considered
only zonal harmonics and drag, simulations are shown in the sequel in
which other effects are added, namely sectorial and tesseral harmonics, solar radiation pressure, and the lunisolar attraction. It is shown
that satellites satisfying the constraint given by Eq. (5) still exhibit a
satisfactory behavior in terms of relative distance. Moreover, an
example of a cluster with slightly different ballistic coefficients is
provided, illustrating that different ballistic coefficients can generate
very large distances in short times. Therefore, for overcoming differential drag effects and keeping an operational cluster, it is important
to maintain small differences in the ballistic coefficients and design
efficient cluster establishment and cluster-keeping algorithms based
on the derived intermodule distance bounds, as shown in the next
section.

III.

Cooperative Impulsive Cluster Establishment and
Cluster-Keeping Algorithm

Consider a cluster of modules of a disaggregated satellite orbiting
the Earth. In order for the cluster to be operational, two main

_ 
m

kTk1
I sp g0

where I sp is the specific impulse, and g0 is the standard gravity
acceleration at sea level [18]. The developed algorithm could be
adjusted for satellites with a single thruster whose fuel mass flow is
proportional to the Euclidean norm of the thrust vector.
In Sec. II, it was proven that satisfying the constraint (5) arrests
the growth of the relative distance, hereafter called the drift, between
the modules. Strictly speaking, satisfying the constraint (5) in a real
scenario is almost impossible due to the following reasons: first, any
slight difference in the ballistic coefficients will eliminate the validity
of Proposition 1, and in the same manner, any difference in the
relative initial conditions, with respect to the values required by the
constraint, can generate an intermodule drift that does not necessarily satisfy inequality (6). Consequently, the following algorithm
attempts to force the constraint (5) in order to maintain a slow drift,
and, thus, enlarge the time intervals between correction maneuvers.
A nominal orbit is defined in terms of its (possibly time-varying)
mean semimajor axis a n , mean eccentricity e n, mean inclination
 n . These elements are determined
in , and mean argument of perigee ω
according to the mission specification. Tolerances stating the
acceptable deviations of the mean orbital elements from the nominal
orbit are usually given as well. These tolerances are denoted by εa, εe ,
εi , εω , respectively. There is no nominal RAAN because, for lowearth-orbit satellites, the Earth’s rotation causes a periodic behavior
of the relative longitude between any point on the Earth’s surface and
the orbital RAAN.
Consider a cluster composed of two modules, C and D. Let αC∕D
denote some orbital element related to C or D, and let α C∕D denote the
respective mean orbital element. If these modules are kept sufficiently close to each other during the entire mission it is reasonable to
assume that if the mean orbital elements of one of them, either C or D,
satisfy, for all times,
ja C∕D − a n j ≤ εa

(34)

je C∕D − e n j ≤ εe

(35)

jiC∕D − in j ≤ εi

(36)

 n j ≤ εω
 C∕D − ω
jω

(37)

then the position vector of the other module, either D or C, will also be
relatively close to the desired position.In this work, the averaged
‡
A reference orbit can be defined by the set of five orbital elements and the
true anomaly, possibly given as functions of time.
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orbital elements of the modules are computed to determine whether
they exceed the thresholds given by Eqs. (34–37). This is performed
based on Brouwer’s theory, which was implemented according to the
method described in [19]. The same procedure was also used to
convert from mean to osculating elements when required.

· or ·− indicate the values of the respective variable · after or
before the corresponding velocity impulse. From at ; et ; it ; ωt ; ft 
one can define
zt ≜

at 1 − e2t 
sin it sinft  ωt 
1  et cos ft

(40)
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A. Algorithm Overview

The proposed algorithm consists of cooperative maneuvers that are
executed upon necessity, when at least one of the constraints (34–37)
is violated, or the intermodule distance crosses the thresholds Dmax or
Dmin . These maneuvers are near optimal in the sense that, in the first
step, the impulses are computed such that they minimize the total ΔV
required for the maneuver, as explained in Sec. III.D. However, these
impulses then undergo a numerical refinement to account for
perturbations, and, thus, strict optimality cannot be guaranteed any
longer.
Every cooperative maneuver comprises a sequence of specific
events, which occur at times denoted by t0, tΩC , tΩD , t1 , tC , and tD , as
shown in Fig. 2.
The first event, which takes place at t0 , is the detection of the
necessity of a correction maneuver. It occurs when either module
exceeds constraints (34–37), or the intermodule distance exceeds the
given thresholds. At this time, jΩD t0  − ΩC t0 j is measured.
Let ΔΩdes be a desired value of ΔΩ  ΩD tD  − ΩC tC  and εΩ be
a user-defined tolerance. If jΩD t0  − ΩC t0 j < jΔΩdes j  εΩ and
jΩD t0  − ΩC t0 j > jΔΩdes j − εΩ no velocity impulses are performed at tΩC and tΩD . Otherwise, velocity impulses at t0 < tΩC∕D < t1
will take place for correcting the RAAN of the modules. Section III.F
elaborates on these corrections.
At t1 , each module performs a velocity impulse, which is denoted
by ΔV 1C∕D . At tC and at tD , respectively, each module executes
another velocity impulse, denoted by ΔV 2C∕D , to complete the whole
cooperative maneuver. For every cooperative maneuver, t1 < tC ,
t1 < tD , and tC ≷tD  tC  Δt, where Δt is the time interval referred
to in Proposition 1. The difference between t1 and tC∕D , as well as the
computation of every mentioned impulse will be elaborated in the
sequel. A typical sequence of a cooperative maneuver is shown in
Fig. 2.

and
ηt ≜


q
x2t  y2t
at 1 − e2t 
1  et cos ft

q
cos2 it − cos2 it cos2 ft  wt   cos2 ft  wt 
(41)

From Eqs. (38) and (39), it is seen that the modules should attain the
position vectors rt tC∕D   xt ; yt ; zt T so as to satisfy Eqs. (40) and
(41).
C. Velocity Impulse Candidates

The first and second velocity impulses of each satellite are resolved
^ h).
^ They are respectively denoted
^ θ,
in the respective LVLH frame (r,
by ΔV 1∕2C∕D  ΔV r1∕2 ΔV θ1∕2 ΔV h1∕2 T and cause a velocity
C∕D

C∕D

C∕D

correction in three axes. The components of the respective velocity
impulses will be calculated through a process involving analytical
results and a posteriori numerical search. The analytical results will
serve as initial candidates for the numerical search and will be
 1∕2  ΔV r
denoted by ΔV
ΔV θ1∕2 ΔV h1∕2 T.
1∕2C∕D
C∕D
C∕D
C∕D
For clarity of the upcoming explanation, the following notation is
defined:
1) α←C2Or; v: C2O maps the position and velocity vectors
resolved in the ECI frame into the corresponding set of osculating
classical orbital elements and true anomaly, α.
2) DEL ←DCMα: this mapping provides the directional cosine
matrix transforming any vector in the ECI frame E into the LVLH
frame L.
The out-of-plane components of the velocity impulses, ΔV h1∕2 ,
C∕D

B. Algorithm Requirements

 e,
 i, ω,
 such that constraints (34–37) are satisfied, for a
Given a,
 one can determine, by
given first-order-averaged mean anomaly M,
using the Brouwer transformation, a set of corresponding osculating
orbital elements at , et , it , ωt , and ft . Assuming that at t1 the modules
have states denoted by α−C t1  and α−D t1 , in order to satisfy the
constraints (34–37) and (5), a cooperative maneuver should steer the
modules to attain
T
α
C tC   at ; et ; it ; ωt ; f t ; Ω

(38)

T
α
D tD  tC  Δt  at ; et ; it ; ωt ; f t ; Ω  ΔΩ

(39)

for some ΔΩ and Δt that satisfy the inequalities (32–33) and should
yield equal ballistic coefficients to satisfy Eq. (4). The superscripts
Detection of maneuver
necessity −
Measurment of
|Ω (t )−Ω (t )|
D 0

∆V

∆ VD

∆V

D

Ω

D

1

2

tΩ

C 0

tD

D

∆ VC

∆V

∆V

C

Ω

2

1

tΩ

C

Fig. 2

t1

ΔV hC∕D 

tC

Typical sequence of a cooperative cluster-keeping maneuver.

h−C∕D t1 it − i−C∕D t1 
rC∕D t1  cosθ−C∕D t1 

(42)

where h is the magnitude of the angular momentum vector, and θ is
the argument of latitude. For a given difference it − i−C∕D t1 , it is
well known that to reduce the required fuel consumption the velocity
change should be executed as close to the equatorial plane as
possible. Hence, the time t1 is defined as the first time after t0 (or after
tΩ ) that any of the modules reach the equatorial plane.
ΔV hC∕D would affect ΩC∕D and ωC∕D . To evaluate these effects, the
following sequence is carried out:
1st: DELC∕D  DCMα−C∕D t1 
E
T
−
2nd:
α~ 
C∕D t1   C2OrC∕D t1 ; vC∕D t1   DLC∕D  0; 0;
T
ΔV hC∕D  , which represents the obtained orbital elements if the
impulses ΔV  0; 0; ΔV hC∕D T were applied.
3rd: ω~ C∕D t1  is defined as the arguments of perigee of α~ 
C∕D t1 ,
~ C∕D t1  is defined as the RAAN of α~  t1 
and Ω
C∕D
Applying ΔV hC∕D would induce a mass consumption. The resulting
masses after the execution can be computed from the rocket equation,


m~ C∕D 

C

t

0

are aimed at satisfying the requirement on the inclination, i.e.,

i
C tC   iD tD   it . Hence, for a given it , the impulsive approximation of the GVE (13–18) yields

m−C∕D t1 e

−

kΔV h

k
C∕D 1
Isp g0

(43)

The velocity impulses are performed very close to the equatorial
plane so that the respective effects on the arguments of latitude and
RAANs are small. The effects on the arguments of perigee will be
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considered for computing the in-plane components of the velocity
corrections ΔV r1∕2 and ΔV θ1∕2 .
C∕D
C∕D
As the out-of-plane components ΔV h would yield the same
C∕D

desired inclination it for both modules, assuming that jΔΩj satisfies
the constraints (32–33), and in the absence of perturbations there
would be no need for out-of-plane components in the velocity
2
impulses ΔV 2C∕D . Therefore, ΔV
consists of in-plane comC∕D
ponents only.
Because the desired planes would be attained due to ΔV hC∕D , the
and ΔV θ
, should be now comin-plane components, ΔV r
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1∕2C∕D

1∕2C∕D

puted. To that end, two results found in the literature are implemented: the solution of Lambert’s problem (SLP) [20–23], and the
closed-form solution of the l1 -optimal biimpulsive coplanar orbital
transfer problem (OTP) [24].
OTP provides a closed-form solution of the l1 optimal (in the sense
of minimal fuel consumption) biimpulsive coplanar orbital transfer
for a single satellite, given the initial and final a, e, f, and ω as inputs.
The obtained outputs are the first and second required in-plane
velocity impulses resolved in the LVLH frame, ΔV r∕θ1∕2 , as well as
the transfer time dttrans .
On the other hand, the Lambert problem consists of finding the
Keplerian orbit joining two given position vectors in a given interval
of time. The solution of this problem provides the required in-plane
velocity impulses resolved in the LVLH frames, ΔV r∕θ1∕2 , which
enable the module to attain the desired terminal state. Assuming a
satellite equipped with a set of orthogonal pairs of opposite thrusters,
for the same given initial and terminal states, OTP yields a smaller
fuel consumption than SLP as it is the globally optimal solution.
Keeping in mind that
1) OTP provides dttrans as output, whereas SLP needs the desired
interval of time to join the two position vectors as input;
2) the initial states are given by a~ C∕D t1 ; e~C∕D t1 ; ω~ C∕D t1 ;
f~C∕D t1 , whereas the final states are given by at ; et ; ωt ; ft ;
3) abalance of the ballistic coefficients is needed,
the procedure for cluster keeping is discussed in the next
paragraph.
The module with the larger ballistic coefficient CD S∕m~ will
determine the velocity impulses ΔV r∕θ1∕2 according to OTP and will
find dttrans . Assuming Keplerian dynamics, at t  t1  dttrans this
module would attain α t1  dttrans   at ; et ; it ; ωt ; ft ; Ω. The
other module, using the corresponding initial state, at ; et ; ωt ; ft  as
terminal state, and dttrans  Δt as the desired interval of time, will
determine by SLP the respective ΔV r∕θ1∕2 , which without perturbations, would steer the module to attain α t1  dttrans  Δt
at ; et ; it ; ωt ; ft ; Ω  ΔΩ. Thus, if ΔΩ and Δt satisfy constraints
(32–33), dt would stay between the thresholds for a presumably
long interval of time. The velocity impulse candidates will be given
 1  ΔV r ; ΔV θ ; ΔV h T and ΔV
 2  ΔV r ;
by ΔV
C∕D
1C∕D
1C∕D
1C∕D
C∕D
2C∕D
ΔV θ ; 0T . However, because there are disturbances affecting the
2C∕D

motion, since OTP and SLP consider Keplerian dynamics, these
obtained vectors will be numerically refined to overcome the
deviations induced by the perturbations. This is elaborated in
Sec. III.E.
Notice that the impulsive thrust assumption means that the
implementation of ΔV h takes no time and can be done simultaneously with the in-plane impulse. Actually, it is required to
perform first (an instant prior to) the out-of-plane impulses (to adjust
the inclination and attain the required plane of motion) and then the
in-plane impulse.§

previously explained procedure. It was suggested that any set ψ 
 ω;
 satisfying Eqs. (34–37) is acceptable. Thus, an
 e;
 i;
 M
a;
optimization process can be performed to find the design vector ψ
that solves the following problem:
8
>
 2 k  kΔV
 1 k  kΔV 2 k 
>
> minψ ΔV tot  minψ kΔV 1C k1  kΔV
C 1
D 1
D 1
>
>
>
S:T:


>
>
>  CD SD CD SC 
>
>
<  mDt  − mCt  ≤ εm
D

§

This is a consequence of how the maneuver was designed. If the in-plane
maneuver was first performed, the effects of the out-of-plane velocity
component on the argument of perigee could not be corrected.

C

C

(44)
Recall that for solving the optimization problem (44), one should
undergo the previously described process. From a single set
 ω;
 one determines the elements given by Eqs. (38)
 e;
 i;
 M,
ψ  a;
 1∕2 to
and (39). Then, using Eq. (42), OTP, and SLP, one obtains ΔV
C∕D
compute the cost function value. It can be seen that the cost function
is defined so as to reduce the required fuel for each cooperative
maneuver.
The constraint on the ballistic coefficients aims at finding solutions
that do not generate a large differential drag. Although a strict
equality between ballistic coefficients is desired, εm  0 could
render the problem infeasible or significantly restrict the feasible
space. Thus, εm is a user-defined parameter. However, as the
intermodule distance drift is very sensitive to ballistic coefficient
differences and considering that a numerical correction of each
velocity impulse should still be performed independently on each
module (see Sec. III.E); an artificial balance between ballistic
coefficients can be created by deliberately burning a specific fuel
amount by the satellite with the smaller ballistic coefficient. As it will
be seen in the numerical simulations, burning fuel causes the interval
between corrections to be much longer, which enables to save fuel
in the overall mission. Minimizing the cost function ΔV tot while
keeping the balance between the ballistic coefficients entails a
minuscule waste of propellant.
E. Numerical Corrections

 1∕2 , should be
As mentioned, the obtained velocity impulses, ΔV
C∕D
corrected to account for perturbation effects, because they were
computed using results that assume Keplerian dynamics (OTP and
 1∕2 were determined,
SLP). Once problem (44) was solved and ΔV
C∕D
the following corrective procedure takes place.
Denote by rref C∕D and vref C∕D the position and velocity vectors,
resolved in the ECI frame, that would be obtained at t  t
C∕D if there
were no perturbations:
2

xref C∕D

3

7
6
a 1 − e2t 
7
6
rref C∕D  6 yref C∕D 7  t
5 1  et cft 
4
zref C∕D
2

cft  ωt cΩ
C∕D t1  − cit sf t  ωt sΩC∕D t1 
6
6

× 6 cit sft  ωt cΩ
C∕D t1   cf t  ωt sΩC∕D t1 
4
sit sft  ωt 
2

vref C∕D 

D. Optimization of the Cooperative Maneuver

Prior to proceeding with the aforementioned corrections, it should
 are selected for starting up the
 e,
 i, ω,
 and M
be explained how a,

D

ja − a n j ≤ εa
>
>
>
>
je − e n j ≤ εe
>
>
>
>
ji − in j ≤ εi
>
>
>
: jω
 − ω n j ≤ εω

3

r ϑx
μ
4 ϑy 5
at 1 − e2t  ϑ
z

3
7
7
7
5
(45)
(46)

where

ϑx ≜ −sft  ωt cΩ
C∕D t1  − cit cf t  ωt sΩC∕D t1 

− et cΩ
C∕D t1 sωt   sΩC∕D t1 cit cωt 

(47)
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ϑy ≜ cft  ωt cΩ
C∕D t1 cit  − sf t  ωt sΩC∕D t1 

− et sΩ
C∕D t1 sωt  − cΩC∕D t1 cit cωt 
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ϑz ≜ sit cft  ωt   et cωt 

(48)
(49)

Recall that to achieve Eqs. (38) and (39), the modules should attain
position vectors such that Eqs. (40) and (41) are satisfied. In real
 1∕2 , the position vectors
scenarios, with the velocity impulses ΔV
C∕D
rC∕D tC∕D   xC∕D tC∕D ; yC∕D tC∕D ; zC∕D tC∕D T will not satisfy
1
will be corrected as
Eqs. (40) and (41). Therefore, ΔV
C∕D
 1  δV  , such that δV 
minimize the cost
ΔV 1 ≜ ΔV
C∕D

C∕D

functions J n given by

C∕D

C∕D

q
J nC∕D  jzC∕D tC∕D  − zref j  j x2C∕D tC∕D   y2C∕D tC∕D  − ηref j
(50)
To that end, a numerical optimization scheme is implemented. To
obtain rC∕D tC∕D  the velocity impulse ΔV 1C∕D ≜ ΔV 1C∕D  δV C∕D is
executed, and a numerical integration is performed from t  t1 to
t  tC∕D . The more complete the dynamic model that is adopted for
the numerical integration, the more accurate the obtained corrections.
Assuming that J nC∕D  0, the achieved vectors rC∕D tC∕D  are the
vectors rref C∕D rotated by angles βC∕D , respectively, about the z^ axis
of the ECI frame.¶ The angles βC∕D can be computed as the angles
between the vectors xref C∕D ; yref C∕D ; 0T and xC∕D tC∕D ; yC∕D tC∕D ;
0T . Notice that because the two modules fly from similar initial states
at t1 towards similar final states at t  tC∕D , they undergo similar
perturbation effects and, hence, βC ≈ βD . To proceed, let
2
3
cosβC∕D  − sinβC∕D  0
DCMβC∕D  ≜ 4 sinβC∕D  cosβC∕D  0 5
(51)
0
0
1
The second velocity impulses should be aimed at obtaining vref C∕D but
correspondingly rotated by an angle βC∕D about the z^ axis of the ECI
frame. Thus, they are given by
ΔV 2C∕D  DCMβC∕D vref C∕D −

v−C∕D tC∕D 

(52)

These impulses enable the modules to reach the desired states in
Eqs. (38) and (39), for some ΔΩ, which should satisfy Eqs. (32) and
(33). The obtained ΔΩ will be analyzed in the next section.
On the other hand, because these numerical corrections are
performed separately on the impulses corresponding to C and D, a
slight imbalance in the ballistic coefficients may result. As it will be
seen in a numerical example, this issue may be solved by deliberately
burning fuel to balance the ballistic coefficients. This can significantly improve the performances of the algorithm.
As stated in Sec. III. A because the obtained candidate impulses
undergo a numerical refinement process, the cooperative maneuvers
will not be strictly optimal. However, the rationale is to start the
numerical search from a solution candidate as close as possible to the
optimal solution.
F. Setting ΔΩ

Recalling that ΔΩ and Δt determine the upper and lower bounds
on the relative distance, it is desired to select them such that they yield
maximal and minimal distances within the interval Dmin ; Dmax 
preferably allowing some given margins with respect to the
boundaries of the interval. These margins are user defined and affect
the length of the intervals between successive maneuvers. Therefore,
slight deviations of ΔΩ from a desired value ΔΩdes can still be
acceptable.
It can be numerically validated that δVC∕D can be found such that J nC∕D
practically vanishes.
¶

Strictly speaking, for setting ΔΩ and Δt using Eqs. (32) and (33),
one should compute V max , ηmax , and ηmin , for every attained orbit.
However, in this work, V max , ηmax , and ηmin are a priori obtained by
simulating the nominal orbit. Moreover, Δt and ΔΩdes are prescribed
as parameters for the entire mission.
The algorithm implements a strategy to make ΔΩ approach
sufficiently close to a desired value ΔΩdes , which achieves the
algorithm requirements.
At every time t0 , when a necessity for a new cooperative maneuver
is detected, jΩD t0  − ΩC t0 j is measured. Whether jΩD t0  −
ΩC t0 j > jΔΩdes j  ϵΩ or jΩD t0  − ΩC t0 j < jΔΩdes j − ϵΩ, the
velocity impulses ΔV ΩC and ΔV ΩD will be respectively performed at
times t  tΩC and t  tΩD . These impulses are aimed at setting

which yields ΔΩ  Ω
Ω
D tΩD  − ΩC tΩC   ΔΩdes ,
D tD −
Ω
t

≈
ΔΩ
.
Notice
that
des
C C

Ω
C tC   ΩC tΩC   δΩC

(53)


Ω
D tD   ΩD tΩD   δΩD

(54)

where δΩC∕D represents the variation in Ω of the modules C and D,
respectively, between t  tΩC∕D and t  tC∕D . Hence,



Ω
D tD  − ΩC tC   ΩD tΩD  − ΩC tΩC 

 δΩD − δΩC  ΔΩdes  δΩD − δΩC

(55)

Because of perturbations and considering the way in which
the velocity impulses ΔV 1∕2C∕D were computed, the term δΩD − δΩC
remains sufficiently small.
To compute the velocity impulses ΔV C∕DΩ consider the following:
assume jΩD t0  − ΩC t0 j > jΔΩdes j  εΩ or jΩD t0  − ΩC t0 j < j
ΔΩdes j − εΩ . Define Ωl ≜ maxΩD t0 ; ΩC t0  and Ωs ≜
minΩD t0 ; ΩC t0 . ΔV C∕DΩ is computed such that it yields
ΔΩl 

jΔΩdes j − Ωl  Ωs
2

ΔΩs  −

jΔΩdes j − Ωl  Ωs
2

(56)

(57)

where ΔΩl∕s is the variation in the RAAN due to ΔV C∕DΩ ,
corresponding to the module whose RAAN prior to the impulse is
Ωl∕s . In this algorithm, the impulses were constrained by requiring
that i−C∕D tΩC∕D   i
C∕D tΩC∕D . Under the mentioned constraint, they
were computed to minimize kΔV C∕DΩ k1 for every module.
Consider a satellite in an orbit, called O1 , with inclination i  iO1
and RAAN Ω  ΩO1 . Denote by i  iO2 and Ω  ΩO2 the
respective inclination and RAAN of a desired orbit O2 . Assuming a
spherical Earth, the projections of the satellite orbits O1 and O2 onto
the Earth’s surface, along with the equatorial circle, form a spherical
triangle. The projections of the orbits O1 and O2 will intersect each
other at two points on the Earth’s surface. These points allow the
satellites to change their inclination and RAAN by means of a single
velocity impulse.
Assume that the velocity vector of the satellite in the orbit O1 ,
at the point of intersection, is resolved in the LVLH frame as
v  V −r ; V −θ ; 0T . The velocity impulse turns the along-track
component of the velocity vector on the orbit O1 , so that it points
along the along-track direction of the orbit O2 . To achieve the desired
change of inclination and RAAN the existing radial component
of the velocity vector, V −r does not need to be changed. Thus, in
the corresponding LVLH frame prior to the impulse, the required
velocity change can be written as

−
T
ΔV Ω  0; V 
θ cos ζ − V θ ; V θ sin ζ

where V 
θ will be the along-track velocity after the impulse, and ζ is
the angle between the projection of the velocity vector before and
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after the pulse (which corresponds to the spherical angle existing
between the orbit projections). Because V 
θ is not prescribed it can be
found such that it minimizes ΔV  kΔV Ω k1 of the velocity impulse.
Given iO1 , iO2 , ΩO1 , and ΩO2 , ζ can be determined. Given ζ and
V −θ , the function ΔV  kΔV Ω k1 achieves its minimum at the
−
argument V 
θ  V θ ∕ cos ζ. At that argument, the cost function is
ΔV   V −θ tan ζ. Finally, the velocity impulse vector is given by
ΔV Ω  0; 0; V −θ tan ζT .
G. Algorithm Sequence and Implementation

IV.

Numerical Results

A. Implementation of Proposition 1

The following examples illustrate the use of Eq. (5) to find relative
initial conditions that yield natural long-term distance-bounded
orbits. The first example assumes zonal harmonics up to degree
n  21 and drag according to the ISA-1976 model [21]. It is assumed
that the maximal allowed distance between the modules is Dmax 
20 km. Moreover, for collision avoidance, a minimal allowed
distance has been established as Dmin  1 km. For this case, the
modules have the following parameters: mC  mD  15 kg,
CDC  CDD  2.2, and SC  SC  0.09 m2 . A reference orbit is
defined by the following initial conditions:
αC t0    7500 km; 0.1; 35° ; 0° ; 0° ; 0° T

(58)

For this reference orbit, V max 8.061 km∕s, ηmax  8231.766 km,
and ηmin  5524.903 km. Thus, the setting, for instance, ΔΩ  0.1°
and Δt  −0.1 s yields jΔtjV max  2ηmax sinjΔΩj∕2 
15.173 km < Dmax and 2ηmin sinjΔΩj∕2 − jΔtjV max  8.836 km
> Dmin . According to Eq. (5), the initial conditions for a module D
are obtained as
2

3
7500.000006427 km
6
7
0.100000001
6
7
6 35.000000027° 7
7
αD t0   6
6 359.999900548° 7
6
7
4 359.993258253° 5
0.100000000°

Fig. 4 The orbit of the module D as seen from the LVLH frame centered
at module C.

attraction, sectorial and tesseral harmonics, and solar radiation
pressure. Moreover, the atmospheric density was specified according
to the Jacchia–Roberts model [21], which includes variations due to
seasons, latitude, and local time. The resulting distance is also shown
in Fig. 3, and designated as case II. As the perturbations considered in
this simulation depend explicitly on t and Ω, as opposed to the
conditions leading to Proposition 1, it is expected that the distance
between the satellites goes beyond the bound in Eq. (32). However,
the distance still remains below Dmax and is, therefore, still
operational for more than 60 days without any maneuvers. Figure 4
depicts the relative trajectory of the module D, as seen from the LVLH
frame centered at the module C, for case I.
Finally, with the same initial conditions and the added perturbations, a new simulation was conducted, but the mass of D was
modified to mD  13 kg, which is equivalent to increasing the
ballistic coefficient by 15.4%. The distance for this case is plotted in
Fig. 5. It is seen that the relative distance is strongly affected by the
difference between ballistic coefficients. This justifies the importance
of holding the constraint (4).
B. Implementation of the Algorithm for Autonomous Cluster Establishment and Cluster Keeping

The distance between the satellites is shown in Fig. 3, and designated
as case I. It is seen that the distance between the satellites always
remains below Dmax and above Dmin .
With the vectors αC t0  and αD t0  and the same satellite
parameters, another simulation was performed while adding other
perturbations to the model. The added perturbations include lunisolar

The main purpose of this section is to illustrate the implementation
of Algorithm 1 and to highlight some interesting results.
The example consists of a mission that lasts one year. The
intermodule distance must be within the range Dmin  0.2 km ≤
krD t − rC tk ≤ Dmax  20 km. Moreover, the nominal mean
350
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The cluster-keeping algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Distance between satellites C and D.
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Fig. 5 Distance between satellites C and D for different ballistic
coefficients.
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Algorithm 1

The procedure for autonomous cluster keeping is as follows:

1: Inputs: an ; en ; in ; ωn ; fn ; Ωn , Δt, ΔΩdes , εa , εe , εi , εω , εΩ , εm , Dmax , Dmin , α−C ti  and α−D ti 
2: Obtain by simulation V max , ηmax and ηmin
3: Propagate the orbits of C and D, measuring the mean orbital elements and the relative distance
4: When at least one of the constraints (34–37) is violated, or krD t − rC tk > Dmax, or krD t − rC tk < Dmin, denote t0 ≜ t and measure jΩD t0  − ΩC t0 j
5: if jΩD t0  − ΩCt0  j > jΔΩdes j  ϵΩ OR jΩD t0  − ΩC t0 j < jΔΩdes j − ϵΩ then
6: Correct ΩC∕D according to Sec. III.F.
7: end if
8: Define as t1 the next time that any module intersects the equatorial plane
 ω;

 e;
 i;
 M
9: Propose a set ψ  a;
 ω;
 do
 e;
 i;
 M
10: for ψ  a;
 ω;
 ↦ at ; et ; it ; ωt ; ft 
 e;
 i;
 M
11: Perform Brouwer’s transformation to the corresponding osculating elements a;
12: With i−C∕D t1  and it , compute ΔV hC∕D according to Eq. (42).
13: With ΔV h compute m~ C∕D according to Eq. (43), and ω~ C∕D as explained in Sec. III.C.
C∕D

15:

~ given a− t1 ; e− t1 ; ω~ − t1 ; f− t1  and at ; et ; ωt ; ft , compute, by OTP, ΔV 1∕2r∕θ and dttrans .
For the module with larger CD S∕m,
~ given a− t1 ; e− t1 ; ω~ − t1 ; f− t1 , at ; et ; ωt ; ft , and dttrans  Δt, compute, by LPS, ΔV 1∕2
For the module with smaller CD S∕m,

16:

Define ΔV 1C∕D ≜ ΔV 1r

14:

r∕θ

C∕D

; ΔV 1θ

C∕D

; ΔV hC∕D T , ΔV 2C∕D ≜ ΔV 2r

17: Evaluate the cost function ΔV tot defined in Eq. (44)
 kΔV 1 k kΔV 2 k 
C∕D 1
C∕D 1
−
18: Evaluate m

C∕D tC∕D   mC∕D t1  exp −
I sp g0

C∕D

; ΔV 2θ

C∕D

; 0T

19: Compute jCDD SD ∕m


D tD  − CDC SC ∕m
C tC j
20: if ψ is not an optimal solution to problem (44) then
21:
GOTO 9
22: end if
23: end for
24: Compute rref according to Eq. (45) and vref according to Eq. (46)
25: Guess δV C∕D and define ΔV1C∕D ≜ ΔV 1C∕D  δVC∕D
26: for δVC∕D do
27: Execute ΔV1C∕D
28: Propagate the module orbits from t  t1 until t  tC∕D
29: Evaluate the function J nC∕D
30: ifδV C∕D ≠ δVC∕D  arg minδVC∕D J nC∕D then
31:
GOTO 25
32: end if
33: end for
34: Define ΔV1C∕D ≜ ΔV1C∕D  δVC∕D
35: Execute ΔV1C∕D
36: Propagate the orbits from t  t1 until t  tC∕D
37: Compute βC∕D
38: Compute DCM (βC∕D ), according to Eq. (51)
39: Execute ΔV2C∕D ≜ DCMβC∕D vref − v−C∕D tC∕D 
40: GOTO 3

orbital elements are a n  6900 km, e n  0.002056, and in  108°.
In this example, ω n is not restricted. The tolerances were established
as εa  3 km, εe  0.003, and εi  0.75°. In addition, the
algorithm was run with εm  0.0005 m2 ∕kg, Δt  0.05 s, and
ΔΩdes  0.05°.
The initial masses of the satellites are given by mC  mD  6 kg.
The drag coefficients of both satellites are taken as CDC 
CDD  2.2, and the cross-sectional area of the satellites is SC 
SD  0.04 m2 . The specific impulse of the thrusters is I sp  70 s.
The dynamics of the scenario includes zonal harmonics up to
8th degree and drag with the density model according to ISA-1976.
These perturbations are time invariant and symmetric with respect to
the polar axis. In addition, solar radiation pressure was included in the
model, which is time dependent due to the sun’s variable position.
The solar radiation coefficients were considered, for both satellites, as
CRC  CRD  1 with the radiated areas as SC  SD  0.04 m2 .
Earth’s shadow was modeled according to the conic model.
Various modules of a disaggregated satellite could be carried and
released together by a single launcher. When two modules are
released at the same time from the same launcher, immediately after
the release, their position vectors will be practically the same,
although slight differences may arise in the velocity vectors due to
the separation mechanisms. The attained initial conditions will not
necessarily satisfy the constraints required for mitigating secular
drifts or guaranteeing a minimal distance between the modules.

The launcher intends to inject the modules into orbits with the
following initial mean elements:
 T
 ω;
 Ω

α0
 a;
 e;
 i;
 M;
 6900 km; 0.002056; 108° ; 90°; ; 90° ; 30° T
By performing the Brouwer transformation the following nominal
initial osculating elements were obtained:
α0  a;e;i;ω;f;ΩT
 6908.66 km;0.00213;107.988° ;104.994°; ;75.006° ;30.0002° T
Integrating this nominal orbit yields V max  7.62 km∕s, ηmax 
6911.13 km, and ηmin  2118.3 km.
The initial conditions after the release were generated around the
given vector by α0, such that the position vectors are equal although
the velocity vectors are different. The obtained initial conditions
immediately after the release are given by
2

3
−5980.5
r−C ti   r−D ti   4 −3451.3 5 km
0.1
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Executing Algorithm 1, without equaling the ballistic coefficients
using intentional fuel burn, provides the results shown in Figs. 6–8.
Figure 6 illustrates the intermodule distance time history and the
masses.
It is seen that the distance is held between Dmin and Dmax as
expected. However, the difference in the ballistic coefficients, induced by the difference of masses, disables the validity of
Proposition 1, and the distance rapidly drops to the allowed threshold.
This requires several cooperative maneuvers to fulfill the requirements. Hence, the final resulting masses of the modules are mC 
4.63 kg and mD  4.70 kg.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the evolution of the orbital elements of the
modules. The lighter lines depict the mean elements, whereas the
dashed lines show the prescribed bounds on the mean elements. It is
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Fig. 6

Intermodule distance and mass histories of the modules.
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Fig. 7 Orbital elements of module C: semimajor axis, eccentricity, and inclination (the bounds for the mean eccentricity and inclination are not shown in
the displayed scale).
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Fig. 8 Orbital elements of module D: semimajor axis, eccentricity, and inclination (the bounds for the mean eccentricity and inclination are not shown in
the displayed scale).
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seen that the mean elements satisfy the constraints (34–36) as
expected, enabling the cluster to achieve its mission. Moreover, due
to the close proximity between the modules, the obtained evolution of
the respective orbital elements is similar.
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Fig. 9 Intermodule distance and mass histories of the modules with
intentional fuel disposal.

Executing Algorithm 1, but equating the ballistic coefficients, provides the results shown in Figs. 9–11. Figure 9 illustrates the
intermodule distance time history and the masses. It is seen that
the distance is held between Dmin and Dmax as expected. Unlike the
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Fig. 10 Orbital elements of module C: semimajor axis, eccentricity, and inclination (the bounds for the mean eccentricity and inclination are not shown in
the displayed scale).
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6

The next example has the same requirements. However, in this
case, the ballistic coefficients are deliberately equalized after every
cooperative maneuver. The module with the smaller ballistic
coefficient will burn fuel, such that the ballistic coefficients after the
burn will be the same.
The initial conditions after the release were again generated around
the given vector by α0, such that the position vectors are the same
although the velocity vectors are slightly different. The established
initial conditions immediately after the release are given by
2
3
−5980.5
r−C ti   r−D ti   4 −3452.4 5 km
000.8
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−1.18363
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Fig. 11 Orbital elements of module D: semimajor axis, eccentricity, and inclination (the bounds for the mean eccentricity and inclination are not shown in
the displayed scale).
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former case, however, the difference in the ballistic coefficients was
artificially nullified by intentional fuel disposal. Thus, the constraints
of Proposition 1 were satisfied, and it is evident in the slow drift
existing in the distance between the vehicles. Only three cooperative
maneuvers were required along a one year mission. Because of this,
the final resulting masses of the modules are mC  5.69 kg and
mC  5.69 kg, which means only 310 g of required fuel for each
module with I sp  70 s. This justifies the technique of deliberately
burning small fuel amounts to balance the ballistic coefficients,
which can save fuel masses in the overall mission. Notice that the last
cooperative maneuver took place prior to the 200th day, because there
was no need of correcting again for more than 200 days. Indeed, after
the 400th day, the distance is still within the allowed bounds.
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the evolution of the orbital elements of
the modules. It is seen that they satisfy the constraints (34–36) as
expected, enabling the cluster to achieve its mission. Again, due to the
close proximity between the modules, the obtained evolution of the
orbital elements is very similar.

V.

Conclusions

This paper presented a methodological study of cluster flight for
disaggregated satellite systems. To obtain distance-bounded relative
motion between the cluster modules, a new constraint on the initial
conditions of the modules was stated. A concomitant analytical
bound on the relative distance between the modules was proven
based on a design model assuming time invariance of the
environmental perturbations. Nevertheless, it was shown that if the
actual astrodynamical model includes other, possibly time-varying
effects, mild drifts between the modules can be obtained. Numerical
simulations have shown that the relative distance between the
modules, satisfying the mentioned constraint, is kept bounded for
relatively long intervals of time. It was also shown that the relative
drift is highly sensitive to differences in the ballistic coefficient.
Furthermore, this paper presented a cooperative cluster establishment-keeping algorithm enabling a cluster of modules to track a
given nominal orbit while keeping the intermodule distance between
given minimal and maximal values. This algorithm intended to
minimize the total fuel consumption. It was shown through numerical
examples that properly balancing the fuel consumption is important
not only for preventing some of the modules to run out of fuel but also
for keeping the ballistic coefficients similar, which is essential for
fuel-efficient cluster keeping. Even though the algorithm attempts to
balance the ballistic coefficients, this cannot be always achieved and
can significantly influence the performance of the algorithm.
Although the presented algorithm works by consuming relatively
small fuel amounts, the performances can be highly improved if
strategies for reducing the differences between the ballistic
coefficients are used. In this context, this work suggested the
possibility of deliberately burning fuel when a large ballistic
coefficient difference was present.
The developed ideas can be extended to the case of cooperative
maneuvers among multiple satellite modules. Specifically, the node
and time differences should be prescribed for every deputy with
respect to the chief. A single satellite would then use the optimal
transfer method, whereas the others would apply the Lambert method
to obtain the velocity impulse candidates.
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